PRESS RELEASE
DEUTZ Lifecycle Solutions: repair solutions for every requirement
n

Services tailored to an engine’s age and condition

n

From customized repair kit to complete overhaul

n

Service products with genuine DEUTZ quality as standard

Cologne, April 12, 2021 – DEUTZ expands its service portfolio. With DEUTZ Lifecycle Solutions,
the engine manufacturer offers customers the right product for every stage of an engine's lifecycle
– with genuine DEUTZ quality as standard. From customized repair kit to complete overhaul, the
made-to-measure solutions are available from all DEUTZ service partners and ensure an even
faster and more attractive service for DEUTZ customers.
The DEUTZ Lifecycle Solutions program at a glance:
•

Repair Kits: repair or complete overhaul with customizable repair kits. Available from stock.

•

Xchange short and long blocks: replacement of the engine block with a refurbished engine
block with or without cylinders. Lead time: three working days.

•

Xchange engines: replacement with a professionally refurbished engine. Lead time: no more
than 15 working days.

•

Replacement engines: exchange for a brand-new engine, with or without an exhaust
aftertreatment (EAT) system and peripheral components, as required.

•

Repower engines: retrofitting of DEUTZ engine including EAT layout, certification, and EU
conformity declaration (Euro stage IIIA to IV).

“Repairing a modern diesel engine is a complex task. Maintenance and servicing have to be costeffective for our customers, and repairs must be economically viable. With DEUTZ Lifecycle
Solutions, our customers around the world can access the right service solution for their needs,”
says Michael Wellenzohn, member of the DEUTZ Board of Management responsible for sales,
marketing, and service.
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The engine manufacturer has been offering a special Lifetime Parts Warranty since the beginning
of 2021: If customers have their engines repaired with genuine DEUTZ parts by a certified DEUTZ
partner, they will receive a warranty on those repairs of five years or up to 5,000 engine operating
hours. The only condition is that the engine must be registered online on the DEUTZ service
portal.
Further information can be found at www.deutz.com/service
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About DEUTZ AG
DEUTZ AG, a publicly traded company headquartered in Cologne, Germany, is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of
innovative drive systems. Its core competencies are the development, production, distribution, and servicing of diesel, gas,
and electric drive systems for professional applications. It offers a broad range of engines delivering up to 620 kW that are
used in construction equipment, agricultural machinery, material handling equipment, stationary equipment, commercial
vehicles, rail vehicles, and other applications. DEUTZ has around 4,600 employees worldwide and over 800 sales and
service partners in more than 130 countries. It generated revenue of almost €1.3 billion in 2020. Further information is
available at www.deutz.com.
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